






I’ve been tired lately. Too burnt out to invest in 
anything creatively and too scatterbrained to sit down and  
focus. This aching tiredness seems to be a common feeling for 
most people these days, given the global circumstances. One of 
the few things that has kept me going is music, and one night 
during quarantine my family and I decided to watch American 
Utopia. As the movie started and the stage curtains opened, an 
overwhelming feeling of joy replaced this feeling of never ending 
exhaustion. As David Byrne performed with his ensemble, my 
brothers and I danced along, and laughed as we watched people 
in the audience dance and celebrate with us. For a few hours I 
was able to get completely lost in this celebration of art, and  
because of that I wanted to create this zine.

STO P 
MA K ING 
S E NSE
a talking heads fanzine

Intro by Morgan Taylor



Every time I hear Talking Heads’ music I am reminded of the power 
art can have. It was able to teleport me away from this never ending 
feeling of exhaustion and into a world of joy and celebration. David 
Byrne’s unique way of expression is so hard to put into words, but it 
resonates deeply with so many people. And this encourages me to 
continue to make art, to communicate with others in strange, non-
sensical ways. And art is what makes this nonsense make sense, it 
allows us to understand these abstract feelings others have. It brings 
us closer to one another, and can bring fun and comfort to terrible 
times.

I am incredibly grateful that I’ve 
been able to bond with others 
through this music and that its  
impact has carried over to new  
generations. I guess I’m just in awe 
that this band has been able to 
express emotions I find hard to put 
into words, and that other  
people also are captivated by this 
strange and wonderful way of  
expression. And so to commemorate 
that I wanted to make a zine of stuff 
inspired by this expression. I think 
Talking Heads’ work is  
something worth celebrating, and 
I’m so very thankful to everyone 
who has contributed and shown 
what Talking Heads’ music means to 
them.
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Scan or click the 

link to listen

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0vu067luhiA&feature=youtu.be 

Will Peterson - Vocals/

Electric Uke

Charlie Tilton - Drums

Sam Bigus - Bass

Daniel Cuoco - Guitar

"Cities"

Covered By

Talkative Boys
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I have no clue where this idea came from, but here we go.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

You are running. Faster than you’ve ever run before. Panting heavily, your body aching for 
rest but you know you can’t stop.

Stumbling across the waterfront, you seek shelter among a maze of massive, metal shipping 
containers, trying to catch your breath.

Not too far behind you, the crash and screech of metal bending under immense pressure 
fills the air. You have to keep running.

“THIS AIN’T NO PARTY.” A voice behind you screams, you dare not look back, you just 
push onwards.

Gasping for breath now, your vision is blurring, this maze you thought would provide  
respite has only served to trap you even more. Was this his plan all along?

“THIS AIN’T NO DISCO.” The high-pitched wailing continues, followed by more crashing, 
metal against metal, against concrete, against... something else.

Just off in the distance, in the silence between the cacophonies, the sound of traffic guides 
you through the shipping containers. Car engines rumbling, the occasional horn, even 
voices. They have no idea what’s coming their way.

But you can’t think about that now, you just need to get out, to get away, to put as much 
distance between you and that thing as possible.

The sounds are getting closer now, both the ones in front, and the ones behind. You stum-
ble out into the street, the light from the buildings, traffic lights, cars, all blinding in your 
suffocating, breathless state. Your muscles scream out for some respite from the constant 
movement.

The cries of your body are so loud you don’t notice the blaring car horns as you wander 
directly into traffic.

A car knocks into you from the side. The driver had slammed the breaks soon enough 
that you aren’t seriously damaged, just knocked to the ground. That’s the only rest you get 
before you clamber back to your feet and start to run again.

The poor driver. He had done you a kindness by stopping just in time, and this is how you repay 
him.

You don’t look back, but you hear the scream. The sound of flesh tearing, bones breaking. Warm 
blood splatters across the back of your neck but you just keep moving forward.

More screams now. Metal and glass breaking, that horrible screech you recognise as cars being torn 
apart behind you. Now is not the time to think about it. Whatever you do, don’t think about the 
owners of those cars. Don’t look back.

“THIS AIN’T NO FOOLING AROUND.” The thing cries, before you hear it leap.

The last thing you ever see is pavement, covered in blood. The last thing you ever feel, aside from 
searing, agonising pain, is the weight on your back, as David Byrne lands, seizing his prey at last.

He could’ve caught you sooner, you realise, as the life fades from you. He was just playing with his 
food. David Byrne likes the hunt.

You are Running
A short story by Goose Cherian
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“Chungus Byrne”
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One of my favorite Talking Heads tracks of all time is “The Great Curve.” Originally from “Remain in Light,” this song is catchy, 
fast, chaotic and fun, everything I love about Talking Heads. So I decided to review and rank every full band version of the song I 
could find.Please remember, in the immortal words of Anthony Fantano, “Y'all know this is just my opinion, right?” 
By Calvin Crunkleton (@how_we_decorate_time on insta) 

F Tier 

15. Eda Maxym (Studio Cover) –
This is by far the worst version of this 
song. Studio recorded with no energy. 
Boring and inoffensive, this song 
could be playing at Panera Bread. It’s 
got weird parts, like shifting the voice 
around from one earbud to the other 
and this weird dull stream of 
consciousness thing for a bridge, but 
it’s all just SO uninteresting. Obscure 
and hard to find, even harder to listen 
to.

D Tier 

14.Electro Bamako (Studio Cover) –
This band has a lot of great music, 
and also this cover

13.Pigeons Playing Ping Pong (Live 
Cover)- Done as part of a combo 
Talking Heads-Cake cover set, this 
version is slowed down to a snails 
pace. And a song like "The Great 
Curve," it can’t go the distance, if it 
can't go the speed,

12. Sublunar Minds (Studio Cover) –
A fun enough cover, the song keeps 
changing its tone throughout, which at 
first seems interesting, but ends up just 
being confusing and annoying.

11. Declan Sutcliffe and The 
Imposters (Studio Cover) –
Inoffensive, but still true to its source 
material. It would be better if the 
musicians could all play at the same 
tempo together.
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